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Appendix 1  Project Brief

IDE Master Graduation 
Project team, Procedural checks and personal Project brief

IDE TU Delft - E&SA Department /// Graduation project brief  & study overview /// 2018-01 v30 Page 1 of 7

STUDENT DATA & MASTER PROGRAMME
Save this form according the format “IDE Master Graduation Project Brief_familyname_firstname_studentnumber_dd-mm-yyyy”.  
Complete all blue parts of the form and include the approved Project Brief in your Graduation Report as Appendix 1 !

** chair dept. / section:

** mentor dept. / section:

Chair should request the IDE 
Board of Examiners for approval 
of a non-IDE mentor, including a 
motivation letter and c.v..!

!

SUPERVISORY TEAM  **
Fill in the required data for the supervisory team members. Please check the instructions on the right !

Ensure a heterogeneous team. 
In case you wish to include two 
team members from the same 
section, please explain why.

2nd mentor Second mentor only 
applies in case the 
assignment is hosted by 
an external organisation.

!

city:

organisation:

family name

student number

street & no.

phone

email

IDE master(s):

2nd non-IDE master:

individual programme: (give date of approval)

honours programme:

specialisation / annotation:

IPD DfI SPD

!

zipcode & city

initials given name

country:

This document contains the agreements made between student and supervisory team about the student’s IDE Master 
Graduation Project. This document can also include the involvement of an external organisation, however, it does not cover any 
legal employment relationship that the student and the client (might) agree upon. Next to that, this document facilitates the 
required procedural checks. In this document:

• The student defines the team, what he/she is going to do/deliver and how that will come about. 
• SSC E&SA (Shared Service Center, Education & Student Affairs) reports on the student’s registration and study progress.
• IDE’s Board of Examiners confirms if the student is allowed to start the Graduation Project.

- -

comments  
(optional)

country

USE ADOBE ACROBAT READER TO OPEN, EDIT AND SAVE THIS DOCUMENT 
Download again and reopen in case you tried other software, such as Preview (Mac) or a webbrowser.

!

Your master programme (only select the options that apply to you):Du

F Fei

5056748

Roland Holstlaan 351

2624HJ

The Netherlands

0628703366

F.DU@student.tudelft.nl

★

Honours Programme Master

★ Medisign

Tech. in Sustainable Design

Entrepeneurship

Elif Ozcan Vieira Design Aesthetics

Himanshu Verma Human-Centred Arti�cial Intelligence

Jasper van Bommel, MD, PhD

Department of Adult ICU, Erasmus Medical Center 
NL
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Title of Project

Initials & Name Student number
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Please state the title of your graduation project (above) and the start date and end date (below). Keep the title compact and simple.  
Do not use abbreviations. The remainder of this document allows you to define and clarify your graduation project. 

project title

INTRODUCTION **
Please describe, the context of your project, and address the main stakeholders (interests) within this context in a concise yet 
complete manner. Who are involved, what do they value and how do they currently operate within the given context? What are the 
main opportunities and limitations you are currently aware of (cultural- and social norms, resources (time, money,...), technology, ...). 

space available for images / figures on next page

start date - - end date- -

Roadmap for an AI-based information system to help health professionals diagnose patients’ stress in ICU

01 03 2021 23 07 2021

Every year, more than four thousand patients are treated in the ICU of Erasmus MC 
(Erasmus MC, 2020). ICU is a highly stressful environment for patients who are treated 
in a life-threatening situation. Stressors can be lack of natural light, disruption of sleep-
wake patterns, absence of clocks, lack of contact with family and friends and the several 
clinical procedures that cause patients to experience different types of physical and 
psychological discomfort (Dias, Resende, & Diniz, 2015). Also, ICU is a physically and 
emotionally challenging environment for the interprofessional teams, comprising of 
physicians or intensivists, clinical pharmacists, respiratory therapists, dieticians, bedside 
nurses, clinical psychologists, and clinicians-in-training (Ervin, Kahn, Cohen, & Weingart, 
2018). Besides, families of patients are suffering a lot during ICU treatment. The 
Erasmus MC provides a platform called IC Connect to helps patients and relatives go 
through intense time during or after an intensive care unit (Erasmus MC, 2021).

During intensive care treatment, the ventilator, dialysis machine, heart / lung machine, 
brain pressure measurement and monitor are used. A patient often receives thin tubes, 
IVs or catheters at various places in the body, and different patches and cables from 
different devices are sticked to the patient (Erasmus MC, 2020). Thus, the patient data 
can be recorded to help health professionals make decisions. The intensive Care 
Information System (ICIS) is widely used in ICU to record patient data. The advantages 
of ICIS lie in electronic documentation and automated reporting, patient data 
management, improving practitioners’ satisfaction, evaluating quality of care, increasing 
cost effectiveness, time saving, decision supporting and improving researches 
(Ehteshami et, al., 2013). However, the potential use of patient data has not been 
explored from the prespectives of better care provision and patient wellbeing. 

This project is a joint work of ICU in the Erasmus Medical Centre (Erasmus MC) and TU 
Delft Critical Alarms Lab (CAL). This project aims to design a roadmap for an AI-based 
information system to help health professionals diagnose patients’ stress in ICU.

Due to the covid-19 epidemic, I can’t visit the Erasmus MC. The collaboration with 
Erasmus MC will be mostly online. But I have personal contact with a Chinese hospital 
called Jincheng People Hospital that I can visit, so I can get a physical experience in ICU 
and translate the insights to better understand the context of ICU in Erasmus MC.

Fei
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Title of Project

Initials & Name Student number
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PROBLEM DEFINITION  **
Limit and define the scope and solution space of your project to one that is manageable within one Master Graduation Project of 30 
EC (= 20 full time weeks or 100 working days) and clearly indicate what issue(s) should be addressed in this project.

ASSIGNMENT **
State in 2 or 3 sentences what you are going to research, design, create and / or generate, that will solve (part of) the issue(s) pointed 
out in “problem definition”. Then illustrate this assignment by indicating what kind of solution you expect and / or aim to deliver, for 
instance: a product, a product-service combination, a strategy illustrated through product or product-service combination ideas, ... . In 
case of a Specialisation and/or Annotation, make sure the assignment reflects this/these.

Although the introduction of AI in ICU is in the initial stage, there are numerous opportunities including the 
length of stay prediction, ICU mortality prediction, complications and risk stratification and adaptive 
mechanical ventilation (Gutierrez, 2020). However, AI requires integrated and well-structured data, but a 
wealth of data are not yet captured autonomously such as environmental factors that result in sleep 
disruption and ICU delirium, facial expressions of emotional states, mobility and functional status and the 
assessment of patients’ response to therapy and illness (Davoudi et al., 2019). 

Previous research shows AI can detect patients’ emotion. In a pilot study, the feasibility of a low-cost (< 
$300 per ICU room) pervasive monitoring system has been tested in ICU, which can potentially be used 
for facial expression pattern recognition and activity detection (see Figure 1 & 2). The modifiable 
environment stressors such as noise and light can also be quantified (Davoudi et al., 2019).

In my project, the focus lies in how AI can help health professionals diagnose patients’ stress in the ICU. 
Although AI has great potential in ICU, several aspects should be considered before application. First, The 
healthcare system matters more on reliability rather than novelty, so it may take a long time for the hospital 
to accept the AI system. Second, the AI system should be consistent with real-world clinical utility, 
efficiency, existing workflows and national standards and should be validated by prospective studies before 
widespread implementation. Also, it should involve opinions from different perspectives of stakeholders. 
Data security and patient privacy. Third, data security and patient privacy should be thought through 
because healthcare data are sensitive (Lovejoy & Maruthappu, 2019). 

The goal of my graduation project is to design a roadmap for Erasmus to build an AI-based 
information system to help health professionals diagnose patients’ stress in the ICU.

1. Investigate the current situation of ICU in Erasmus
     - What are the stressors in ICU
     - How do stressors influence patients’ health?
     - How to make personas out of patients?
     - How do HPs deal with the stressors for now?
     - What is the existing data infrastructure
     - How to envision an AI-based information system to diagnose patients’ stress in ICU
         - What kinds of data are needed?
         - What kinds of sensors are needed to collect data?
         - How to analyse the data and diagnose the stress?
2. Explore new possibilities for practical AI applications 
     - What are the cutting-edge technologies and practices?
     - How can the system be adaptive for different personas?
     - How long will it take for Erasmus to implement the new possibilities?
3. Design a roadmap for an AI-based information system to reduce patients’ stress

F Du 5056748

Roadmap for an AI-based information system to help health professionals diagnose patients’ stress in ICU

Intelligent ICU uses pervasive sensing for collecting data on patients and their environment (Davoudi et al., 2019).

Conventional ICU infromation and pervasive ICU sensing can generate pervasive patient and environment information (Davoudi et al., 2019).
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My project will last 21 weeks from Mar. 8 until Jul. 30, including one week of break, consisting of investigation & 
envisioning, exploration & evaluation and roadmapping & �nalising stage in an iterative process.

The �rst eight weeks before the midterm meeting is the investigation & envisioning stage. The research will be 
conducted to investigate the existing data infrastructure, pain points of patient and work�ow of healthcare 
professionals. A future vision for an AI-based information system to diagnose patients’ stress in ICU is expected. 
The research will be conducted by literature review and semi-structured interviews with health professionals in 
Erasmus MC. After a visit to Jincheng People Hospital, the insights will be translated to understand the context of 
ICU in Erasmus MC.

The next eight weeks before the green light meeting is the exploration & evaluation stage, during which new 
possibilities for practical AI applications will be explored by literature review, market research and brainstorming. 
The feasibly and viability of new possibilities will be evaluated with AI experts by interviews or online workshop. 

In the last four weeks, a roadmap of the steps that are needed to design an AI-based information system to help 
health professionals diagnose patients’ stress in ICU will be created. The �nal deliverable will be �nalised and 
uploaded.
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2021/9/22 Envision A.I. in a humane ICU to provide social support for patients

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1u5y0RejnPZ_xDz4uezupkoEi2QRsmTgkUOAUsgfbew4/edit 1/23

Envision A.I. in a humane ICU to provide social suppo for patients
Hi there. I’m Fei, a design student from TU Delft. Currently I am working on my master graduation project with TU Delft Critical Alarm Lab and Erasmus MC, exploring how artificial intelligence 
(A.I.) can potentially contribute to a humane ICU. The aim of this questionnaire is to evaluate the design concept.

*Required

Appendix 2  Questionniare design

2021/9/22 Envision A.I. in a humane ICU to provide social support for patients

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1u5y0RejnPZ_xDz4uezupkoEi2QRsmTgkUOAUsgfbew4/edit 2/23

The figure below is a brief introduction to my project. Please read it carefully :)

2021/9/22 Envision A.I. in a humane ICU to provide social support for patients

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1u5y0RejnPZ_xDz4uezupkoEi2QRsmTgkUOAUsgfbew4/edit 3/23

The questionnaire consists of 4 parts, including linear scale questions and open questions. It may take around 30 minutes to finish it.

Part 1. Informed consent to participate in this study. 
Part 2. Nine services of Cricare to get your opinion. 
Part 3. Overall comments about Cricare 
Part 4. Background information about yourself 

Let’s start to explore how A.I. can contribute to a humane ICU ! 

Informed
Consent

Your permission is required to participate in this study. This questionnaire will only collect your experiences and opinions rather than personal or work-related data. The result will be anonymized. If 
you have any questions, you can contact Fei at F.DU@student.tudelft.nl

1.

Tick all that apply.

I consent voluntarily to be a participant in this study and understand that I can refuse to answer questions and I can withdraw from the study at any time.

I understand this study and be able to ask questions if I have any problems.

I understand that information I provide will be used for a master thesis, scientific journals or conference publications.

I understand that giving any personal information that can identify me [e.g. my email] is voluntary and will not be shared beyond the researcher (Fei Du).

Service 1. Provide orientation when patients wake up
From this section, nine services of Cricare will be presented one by one. You are free to give any comments that pop up in your mind :)

Please tick the appropriate boxes if you agree to the statements. *

Fei

Fei
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2021/9/22 Envision A.I. in a humane ICU to provide social support for patients

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1u5y0RejnPZ_xDz4uezupkoEi2QRsmTgkUOAUsgfbew4/edit 5/23

2.

Mark only one oval.

I dislike it

1 2 3 4 5

I like it

3.

Mark only one oval.

not at all

1 2 3 4 5

important

4.

Mark only one oval.

not at all

1 2 3 4 5

this service will help

5.

Mark only one oval.

not at all

1 2 3 4 5

make patient feel in control

6.

Mark only one oval.

not at all

1 2 3 4 5

promote patients' well-being

7.

Service 2. Help patients communicate by autocomplete

1. If this service is provided in ICU, how would you feel  *

2. How important is this service to patients? *

3. To what extent would this service provide proper orientation when patients wake up? *

4. To what extent would this service make patients feel in control of life in ICU? *

5. To what extent would this service promote patients' well-being?

6. How would you improve this service?

2021/9/22 Envision A.I. in a humane ICU to provide social support for patients

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1u5y0RejnPZ_xDz4uezupkoEi2QRsmTgkUOAUsgfbew4/edit 4/23

2021/9/22 Envision A.I. in a humane ICU to provide social support for patients

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1u5y0RejnPZ_xDz4uezupkoEi2QRsmTgkUOAUsgfbew4/edit 6/23

2021/9/22 Envision A.I. in a humane ICU to provide social support for patients

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1u5y0RejnPZ_xDz4uezupkoEi2QRsmTgkUOAUsgfbew4/edit 7/23

8.

Mark only one oval.

I dislike it

1 2 3 4 5

I like it

9.

Mark only one oval.

not at all

1 2 3 4 5

important

10.

Mark only one oval.

not at all

1 2 3 4 5

this service will help

11.

Mark only one oval.

not at all

1 2 3 4 5

make patient feel in control

12.

Mark only one oval.

not at all

1 2 3 4 5

promote patients' well-being

13.

Service 3. Comfort patients simulating the voice of families

1. If this service is provided in ICU, how would you feel  *

2. How important is this service to patients? *

3. To what extent would this service help patients to communicate? *

4. To what extent would this service make patients feel in control of life in ICU? *

5. To what extent would this service promote patients' well-being?

6. How would you improve this service?
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2021/9/22 Envision A.I. in a humane ICU to provide social support for patients

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1u5y0RejnPZ_xDz4uezupkoEi2QRsmTgkUOAUsgfbew4/edit 8/23

2021/9/22 Envision A.I. in a humane ICU to provide social support for patients

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1u5y0RejnPZ_xDz4uezupkoEi2QRsmTgkUOAUsgfbew4/edit 9/23

14.

Mark only one oval.

I dislike it

1 2 3 4 5

I like it

15.

Mark only one oval.

not at all

1 2 3 4 5

important

16.

Mark only one oval.

not at all

1 2 3 4 5

this service will help

17.

Mark only one oval.

not at all

1 2 3 4 5

make patients feel less lonely

18.

Mark only one oval.

not at all

1 2 3 4 5

make patients feel less anxious

19.

Mark only one oval.

not at all

1 2 3 4 5

promote patients' well-being

20.

Service 4. Create music based on physiologic signals

1. If this service is provided in ICU, how would you feel  *

2. How important is this service to patients? *

3. To what extent would this service make patients feel being supported by families? *

4. To what extent would this service help patients feel less lonely? *

5. To what extent would this service make patients feel less anxious? *

6. To what extent would this service promote patients' well-being?

7. How would you improve this service?

2021/9/22 Envision A.I. in a humane ICU to provide social support for patients

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1u5y0RejnPZ_xDz4uezupkoEi2QRsmTgkUOAUsgfbew4/edit 10/23

21.

Mark only one oval.

I dislike it

1 2 3 4 5

I like it

1. If this service is provided in ICU, how would you feel  *

2021/9/22 Envision A.I. in a humane ICU to provide social support for patients

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1u5y0RejnPZ_xDz4uezupkoEi2QRsmTgkUOAUsgfbew4/edit 11/23

22.

Mark only one oval.

not at all

1 2 3 4 5

important

23.

Mark only one oval.

not at all

1 2 3 4 5

feel less negative

24.

Mark only one oval.

not at all

1 2 3 4 5

make patients feel proud

25.

Mark only one oval.

not at all

1 2 3 4 5

promote patients' well-being

26.

Service 5. Adjust environment based on sleep cycle

2. How important is this service to patients? *

3. To what extent would this service help patients feel positive about ICU experience? *

4. To what extent would this service make patients feel proud of managing to overcome the difficult time during ICU? *

5. To what extent would this service promote patients' well-being?

6. How would you improve this service?
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2021/9/22 Envision A.I. in a humane ICU to provide social support for patients

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1u5y0RejnPZ_xDz4uezupkoEi2QRsmTgkUOAUsgfbew4/edit 12/23

27.

Mark only one oval.

I dislike it

1 2 3 4 5

I like it

28.

Mark only one oval.

not at all

1 2 3 4 5

important

29.

Mark only one oval.

not at all

1 2 3 4 5

this service would help

1. If this service is provided in ICU, how would you feel  *

2. How important is this service to patients? *

3. To what extent would this service help patients to sleep well? *

2021/9/22 Envision A.I. in a humane ICU to provide social support for patients

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1u5y0RejnPZ_xDz4uezupkoEi2QRsmTgkUOAUsgfbew4/edit 13/23

30.

Mark only one oval.

not at all

1 2 3 4 5

promote patients' well-being

31.

Service 6. Provide relevant information and answer patients' questions

4. To what extent would this service promote patients' well-being?

5. How would you improve this service?

2021/9/22 Envision A.I. in a humane ICU to provide social support for patients

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1u5y0RejnPZ_xDz4uezupkoEi2QRsmTgkUOAUsgfbew4/edit 14/23

32.

Mark only one oval.

I dislike it

1 2 3 4 5

I like it

1. If this service is provided in ICU and after discharge, how would you feel  *

2021/9/22 Envision A.I. in a humane ICU to provide social support for patients

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1u5y0RejnPZ_xDz4uezupkoEi2QRsmTgkUOAUsgfbew4/edit 15/23

33.

Mark only one oval.

not at all

1 2 3 4 5

important

34.

Mark only one oval.

not at all

1 2 3 4 5

this service would help

35.

Mark only one oval.

not at all

1 2 3 4 5

make patients feel in control

36.

Mark only one oval.

not at all

1 2 3 4 5

promote patients' well-being

37.

Service 7. Communicate with an avatar about sufferings

2. How important is this service to patients? *

3. To what extent would this service help patients to obtain information? *

4. To what extent would this service make patients feel in control of life? *

5. To what extent would this service promote patients' well-being?

6. How would you improve this service?
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2021/9/22 Envision A.I. in a humane ICU to provide social support for patients

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1u5y0RejnPZ_xDz4uezupkoEi2QRsmTgkUOAUsgfbew4/edit 16/23

38.

Mark only one oval.

I dislike it

1 2 3 4 5

I like it

39.

Mark only one oval.

not at all

1 2 3 4 5

important

1. If this service is provided in ICU and after discharge, how would you feel  *

2. How important is this service to patients? *

2021/9/22 Envision A.I. in a humane ICU to provide social support for patients

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1u5y0RejnPZ_xDz4uezupkoEi2QRsmTgkUOAUsgfbew4/edit 17/23

40.

Mark only one oval.

not at all

1 2 3 4 5

this service would help

41.

Mark only one oval.

not at all

1 2 3 4 5

promote patients' well-being

42.

Service 8. Find other patients who have similar experience

3. To what extent would this service help patients deal with emotion problems? *

4. To what extent would this service promote patients' well-being?

5. How would you improve this service?

2021/9/22 Envision A.I. in a humane ICU to provide social support for patients

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1u5y0RejnPZ_xDz4uezupkoEi2QRsmTgkUOAUsgfbew4/edit 18/23

2021/9/22 Envision A.I. in a humane ICU to provide social support for patients

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1u5y0RejnPZ_xDz4uezupkoEi2QRsmTgkUOAUsgfbew4/edit 19/23

43.

Mark only one oval.

I dislike it

1 2 3 4 5

I like it

44.

Mark only one oval.

not at all

1 2 3 4 5

important

45.

Mark only one oval.

not at all

1 2 3 4 5

this service will help

46.

Mark only one oval.

not at all

1 2 3 4 5

this service will help

47.

Mark only one oval.

not at all

1 2 3 4 5

promote patients' well-being

48.

Service 9. Suggest patients to set small goals

1. If this service is provided in ICU and after discharge, how would you feel  *

2. How important is this service to patients? *

3. To what extent would this service make patients feel supportive? *

4. To what extent would this service help patients find relevant information? *

5. To what extent would this service promote patients' well-being?

6. How would you improve this service?
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2021/9/22 Envision A.I. in a humane ICU to provide social support for patients

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1u5y0RejnPZ_xDz4uezupkoEi2QRsmTgkUOAUsgfbew4/edit 20/23

49.

Mark only one oval.

I dislike it

1 2 3 4 5

I like it

1. If this service is provided in ICU and after discharge, how would you feel  *

2021/9/22 Envision A.I. in a humane ICU to provide social support for patients

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1u5y0RejnPZ_xDz4uezupkoEi2QRsmTgkUOAUsgfbew4/edit 21/23

50.

Mark only one oval.

not at all

1 2 3 4 5

important

51.

Mark only one oval.

not at all

1 2 3 4 5

make patients feel in control

52.

Mark only one oval.

not at all

1 2 3 4 5

make patients feel motivated

53.

Mark only one oval.

not at all

1 2 3 4 5

promote patients' well-being

54.

Overall comment

55.

Mark only one oval.

I dislike it

1 2 3 4 5

I like it

56.

Tick all that apply.

Service 1. Provide orientation when patients wake up

Service 2. Help patients communicate by autocomplete

Service 3. Comfort patients simulating the voice of families

Service 4. Create music based on physiologic signals

Service 5. Adjust environment based on sleep cycle

Service 6. Provide relevant information and answer patients' questions

Service 7. Communicate with an avatar about sufferings

Service 8. Find other patients who have similar experience

Service 9. Suggest patients to set small goals

57.

2. How important is this service to patients? *

3. To what extent would this service make patients feel in control of life in ICU? *

4. To what extent would this service make patients feel motivated? *

5. To what extent would this service promote patients' well-being?

6. How would you improve this service?

In general how do you feel about Cricare ? *

Could you pick 3 favourite ideas? *

Please give any comments on Cricare that pop up in your mind :)

2021/9/22 Envision A.I. in a humane ICU to provide social support for patients

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1u5y0RejnPZ_xDz4uezupkoEi2QRsmTgkUOAUsgfbew4/edit 22/23

58.

Basic information

59.

Mark only one oval.

Other:

Nurse

physician

60.

Mark only one oval.

less than 2 year

2-5 years

5-10 years

>10 years

61.

Mark only one oval.

18-20

20-30

30-40

40-50

50-60

>60

62.

Mark only one oval.

Male

Female

Prefer not to say

63.

64.

Mark only one oval.

1 2 3 4 5

Would you like to share any other idea on how A.I. can possibly provide social support for patients and contribute to a humane ICU? You can use the figure below as an
inspiration :)

What's your role in ICU  *

How many years have you been working in ICU  *

What's your age range? *

What's your gender? *

Thanks a lot for your time! If you would like to talk more about A.I. in ICU, please leave your email here for a follow-up interview :)

How satisfied were you with this questionnaire?
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Appendix 3  Questionniare result

1. If this service is provided in ICU, how would you feel

1.Orientation 2.Autocomplete 3.Voice 
Simulator

4.Music 
Creator

5.Environment 
adjuster 6.Chatbot 7.Virtual 

Psychologist 8.Peer support 9.Goal setter

Participant 1 5 4 4 4 4 2 3 4 5

Participant 2 4 2 4 4 4 2 3 4 3

Participant 3 3 5 3 4 4 1 1 5 4

Participant 4 3 5 4 4 4 3 5 5 4

Participant 5 2 2 1 3 4 1 1 4 2

1.Orientation 2.Autocomplete 3.Voice 
Simulator

4.Music 
Creator

5.Environment 
adjuster 6.Chatbot 7.Virtual 

Psychologist 8.Peer support 9.Goal setter

highest 5 5 4 4 4 3 5 5 5

lowest 2 2 1 3 4 1 1 4 2

Mean 3,4 3,6 3,2 3,8 4 1,8 2,6 4,4 3,6

2. How important is this service to patients? 

1.Orientation 2.Autocomplete 3.Voice 
Simulator

4.Music 
Creator

5.Environment 
adjuster 6.Chatbot 7.Virtual 

Psychologist 8.Peer support 9.Goal setter

Participant 1 5 4 4 4 4 2 3 4 5

Participant 2 4 3 5 4 4 3 3 4 3

Participant 3 4 5 3 4 4 2 2 5 4

Participant 4 4 4 3 2 4 3 5 5 4

Participant 5 3 1 1 3 4 1 1 4 2

1.Orientation 2.Autocomplete 3.Voice 
Simulator

4.Music 
Creator

5.Environment 
adjuster 6.Chatbot 7.Virtual 

Psychologist 8.Peer support 9.Goal setter

highest 5 5 5 4 4 3 5 5 5

lowest 3 1 1 2 4 1 1 4 2

Mean 4 3,4 3,2 3,4 4 2,2 2,8 4,4 3,6

5. To what extent would this service promote patients' well-being?

1.Orientation 2.Autocomplete 3.Voice 
Simulator

4.Music 
Creator

5.Environment 
adjuster 6.Chatbot 7.Virtual 

Psychologist 8.Peer support 9.Goal setter

Participant 1 5 3 4 4 4 2 3 4 5

Participant 2 3 3 4 4 4 2 3 4 4

Participant 3 3 5 3 4 4 2 2 5 4

Participant 4 4 5 4 2 4 3 5 5 4

Participant 5 2 1 2 3 4 1 1 3 3

1.Orientation 2.Autocomplete 3.Voice 
Simulator

4.Music 
Creator

5.Environment 
adjuster 6.Chatbot 7.Virtual 

Psychologist 8.Peer support 9.Goal setter

highest 5 5 4 4 4 3 5 5 5

lowest 2 1 2 2 4 1 1 3 3

Mean 3,4 3,4 3,4 3,4 4 2 2,8 4,2 4

1

Idea Question Social 
support

Partici
pant 1

Partici
pant 2

Partici
pant 3

Partici
pant 4

Partici
pant 5

1.Orientatio
n

3. To what extent would this service provide proper 
orientation when patients wake up?

information
al support 4 4 4 2 4

4. To what extent would this service make patients feel in 
control of life in ICU?

emotional 
support 4 3 3 2 1

2.Autocomp
lete

3. To what extent would this service help patients to 
communicate?

instrument
al support 3 3 5 5 1

4. To what extent would this service make patients feel in 
control of life in ICU?

emotional 
support 3 3 5 5 1

3.Voice 
Simulator

3. To what extent would this service make patients feel 
being supported by families?

Appraisal 
support 3 4 3 4 3

4. To what extent would this service help patients feel 
less lonely?

emotional 
support 3 5 3 4 3

5. To what extent would this service make patients feel 
less anxious?

emotional 
support 4 3 3 3 2

4.Music 
Creator

3. To what extent would this service help patients feel 
positive about ICU experience?

emotional 
support 3 4 4 2 3

4. To what extent would this service make patients feel 
proud of managing to overcome the difficult time during 
ICU?

emotional 
support 3 4 4 2 3

5.Environm
ent adjuster

3. To what extent would this service help patients to sleep 
well?

instrument
al support 4 4 4 4 4

6.Chatbot

3. To what extent would this service help patients to 
obtain information?

information
al support 1 2 1 3 1

4. To what extent would this service make patients feel in 
control of life?

emotional 
support 2 2 2 3 1

7.Virtual 
Psychologis
t

3. To what extent would this service help patients deal 
with emotion problems?

emotional 
support 3 3 2 5 1

8.Peer 
support

3. To what extent would this service make patients feel 
supportive?

Appraisal 
support 4 4 5 5 5

4. To what extent would this service help patients find 
relevant information?

information
al support 4 4 5 5 2

9.Goal 
setter

3. To what extent would this service make patients feel in 
control of life in ICU?

emotional 
support 5 4 4 4 3

4. To what extent would this service make patients feel 
motivated?

emotional 
support 5 4 4 4 3

1
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6. How would you improve this service?
Idea

1.Orientation

Repetition of the message
Please use 'sleep' in stead of days in coma. Include information on familiy. Have a repeat, 
because patients are dizze, sleepy, desoriented and forgetful. 
It depends completely on the patient and his/her illness if this would be a helpful tool, or if 
this would make them very restless for example.

2.Autocomplete

The problem is that the patiënt has to type. A lot of patiënt can't So I would like addition of 
pictures
I do not know. It is not as simple as it seems to provide a device working in communication. 
There already are apps, which are under development for further improvement

3.Voice Simulator I think a voice van be comforting but can never replace the real  présence of family 
members

4.Music Creator

I don't der hoe this service van make anybody proud. 
I think it is important that patiënts can listen to music but maybe at first to music that is 
known to be reassuring instead of music of the patiënts own taste
This kind of research is ongoing
It could also be a bad reminder to a very bad, painful and lonely time. Also totally depends 
on the type of patient.

5.Environment adjuster

This service has to take in account that a lot of our patiënts have a disordered Day and 
nigh rythm. Do even when the patiënt is awake but it's nighttime it cannot switch to a 
daytime mode
If, for example, a patient is delirious and falls asleep during the day, this would be NOT 
preferable. We would not want a device to support this behaviour in a way which is not 
wanted or preferred by nurses. So it would be nice to have a setting for time-blocks for 
example.

6.Chatbot

I think in this particular area a nurse is needed because answers aren't black and white. 
Every situation is different and needs it's own approach.
Most patient are not cognitively able to read. Providing information is helpful, AI might 
support that. Important to take into account that they do not respond as 'normal' awakening 
persons
This could be a tricky one, since every patient is different and for example; we have a lot of 
Neuro-patients and their recovery and residual symptoms are literally different for every 
single patient. This would be very difficult to give as one answer, plus it would be very much 
work for the nurses to have to fill this in for every patient.

7.Virtual Psychologist
I find it hard to tell hoe this will work
I can not judge on this

8.Peer support

A service like this is already available on IC Connect. A patiënt platform especially for icu 
patiënts. One can direct to that I don't know if another platform is needed.
Not during the ICU, however after discharge it can be valuable. There is already a lot 
ongoing in finding peer support

9.Goal setter Include also a rehabilitation schedule (input nu a fysiotherapist)
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